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Intro 
 

Welcome to the fourth edition of the Raid Gallaecia Expedition Race! 

From the organization we would like to thank you all for choosing our race and we 
trust we have prepared a race that meets all your expectations and hunger for adven-
ture. 

 

The rules governing this race are based on the ARWS 2021 regulations, as well as the 
specific race regulations published on the event's website. 

 
Relevant data: 
 

• Most of the sections are linear. You have to take the CPs in ascending or-
der, except in one section (S-7) which will be Score mode so you can do 
the CPs in free order. 

• You must transport the compulsory material indicated below in this docu-
ment. 

• Between sunset and sunrise and in addition to lights, it is mandatory to 
wear a reflective waistcoat as the outermost layer when cycling or trek-
king on asphalt roads (Spanish traffic law). 

• Qualifications: The estimated time to complete the race, with all CPs vis-
ited, is just over 18 hours. There will be a total of 27:30 hours to complete 
the race. In case a team cannot complete the course and decides to leave 
some waypoints, these will have a score, which is defined in the Raidbook. 
Teams with more points will always be higher in the ranking. In case of a 
tie on points, the team that completes the race in the shortest time will 
be at the top of the ranking. 

 

Cut-off times: 
 

OZA-CESURAS (S-3): Teams that DO NOT PATH BEND the S-4 section before 0:00 
on Sunday will be cut off and will have to continue with the S-5 Mtb section. 

 
BECHE (S-6): Teams that DO NOT PATH BEND the S-7 section before Sunday at 9:00 a.m. 
will be cut off and will have to continue with the S-8 Mtb section. 

 

BETANZOS (Finish line): Finish line closing will be on Sunday 9 at 13:30. 
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Maps: 
 
 

Total number of maps: 15 maps 
 

S1 TREKKING: 2 Maps S 1:15.000 

S2 KAYAK: 2 Maps S 1:20.000 

S3 MTB: 3 Maps S 1:15.000 

S4 TREKKING: 2 Maps S 1:15.000 

S5 MTB: 1 Maps S 1:20.000 

S6 MTB: 2 Maps S 1:20.000 

S7 TREKKING: 1 Maps S 1:7.500 

S8 MTB: 2 Maps S 1:20.000 
 

 
Tides: 

 
 
BETANZOS 
 

October 8th: High tide - 03:58 

Low tide – 10:00 

High tide - 16:14 

Low tide – 22:23 
 

October 9th: High tide - 04:37 
Low tide – 10:36 
High tide - 16:51 
Low tide – 23:00 
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Map explanations: 

Link between control points: 
The checkpoints are connected one to the other by 
dashed lines. This connection is made without touch-
ing roads or prohibited areas, but this does not mean 
that this is the only way to reach the checkpoint. 
There may be other areas of the map that can be 
passed through without touching any roads or for-
bidden areas. This linking of Pcs also means that the 
race is linear at all times. All CPs must be completed 
in ascending numerical order. Except for Score mode 
section where the Pcs can be run freely. 

 
 

Forbidden roads: 
Roads or tracks so marked shall not be driven on or 
crossed. 
Highways and dual carriageways are always forbid-
den. 

 
 
 

Mandatory step: 
This inverted parenthesis symbol indicates a manda-
tory step. Therefore, it is compulsory to pass be-
tween the two lines. It is not possible to make an al-
ternative passage through any other area of the 
map. 

 
 
 

Forbidden or dangerous areas: 
These areas will be represented on the map with a grid 
that will occupy the whole area. It is strictly forbidden 
to enter these areas 
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Special thanks to all our collaborators and sponsors, without all of them it would 
not be possible to carry out this wonderful adventure. 
 

 


